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How to Find New 

Patients and Make 

Them Loyal to Your 

Community Pharmacy

• Kindle– Borders and other bookstores

• Digital cameras and smart phones– Kodak

• Uber/Lyft– Traditional cab companies

• Google/the Internet– Encyclopedia Britannica, libraries, 

retailers, banking

• Mobile phones– Land lines, networking, search

• Airbnb– Lodging

• Drones– Surveillance, crop dusting, warfare, home 

package delivery

• iTunes– Pandora and Spotify

Disruptors and the Disrupted

Disruptors

A marketer’s only defense 

is a strong offense.
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• Know your customer

• It is better to be interested in your customer 

than interesting

• Be aligned. Let your purpose guide your vision 

and mission

• Engage; Get creative

• Know how to break, create and leverage habits

to your advantage

• Be where your customers are. That means on 

multi-platforms

How Do You Set Up for a Good Offense?

Disruption Through Offerings

“The times when brands build 

meaningful share gains are when they 

have disruptive innovations or when 

competitors make mistakes.”

- A.G. Lafley, CEO of P&G

Disruption Through Content Disruption Through a Team Sport

The key to driving performance is to make behaviors of your 

staff as habitual as the people who you want to buy your brand.
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• Hire the right people

• Delegate responsibility

• Encourage taking initiative

• Give freedom to explore

• Tolerate mistakes

Subscribe to the McKnight Principals

“If you put fences 

around people you 

get sheep.”

• From the book Disrupt by an innovator at Frog Design

• From Why Should I Care

- Status quo and its inadequacy

- Observations on why this is a significant problem for both 

short and long term

- Story about why this is frustrating targeted customer now

• To Where Is This Going

- Offer insight your audience will not know

- Create relief by sharing opportunities

- Provide analogies

• Concluding It Is Great

- Solution overview – How to leverage opportunity

- Advantages and motivation to change

- Inspirational higher service

How to Move People in 9 Minutes

Living In An Age Where Disruption Is Normal

“Because the people 

who are crazy enough 

to think they can 

change the world are 

the ones who do.”

- Steve Jobs, Former Co-founder, 

Chairman and CEO of Apple Inc.


